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ON DIRECT LIMITS AND PRODUCTS
OF RINGS OF QUOTIENTS
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§ 1. Introduction

Let R be an associative ring with a nonzero identity element 1, and let
R.Jl' denote the category of all left R-modules and R-homomorphisms. For
a given torsion radical a on R R the ring of quotients Qa (R) of R w. r. t. a
is defined by a direct limit [lJ

Qa(R) =lim HomR(U, R/a(R», UE..ra
---+

where ..ra is the associated filter of a and the direct limit IS taken over
the downwards directed family ..r t1 of left ideals([lJ, [5J).

A more general form of a ring of quotients can be found in [2J. A ring
Q is called a ring of quotients of R w. r. t. a if R is a subring of Q such
that RR is a large a-submodule of RQ [2].

In this paper, we determine the structure of the direct limit lim Qa.(R)
---+ •

of the rings of quotients of a left noetherian ring R with {ail i E I} being
an increasing family of torsion radicals on R.Jl' and I being a right directed
preordered set. And we prove that the ring of quotients of a product ring
is isomorphic to the product of rings of quotients of the factor rings by
constructing some torsion radical for the product ring.

§ 2. Some preliminaries

As is in the previous section, let R be an associative ring with a nonzero
identity element 1 and let R A' denote the category of all left R-modules
and R-homomorphisms. By a torsion radical on R.Jl' [4, p. 5J we mean an
object function a : R.Jl'-+R.Jl' which satisfies the following conditions:

( i) a (M) is a submodule of M for every R-module M;
(ii) whenever f: M-+N is an R-homomorphism, f(a(M» ca(N)
(iii) a(M/a(M» =0, for every R-module M;
(iv) for all R-modules M and N such that N is a submodule M, we

have a(N) =Nn a(M).
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Also, by a Gabriel filter (or merely a filter) we mean a nonempty family
.r of left ideals of R which has the properties:

( i) if UE.r, and if V is a left ideal of R such that V::::> U, then VE.r;
(ii) if U, VE.r, then un VE.r;
(iii) if UE.r, xER, then there is a VE.r such that VxC U.
It is known that there is an one to one correspondence between torsion

radicals and the filters. Let (Y be a torsion radical on R.4'. and T" be its
associated filter. A left R-module M is called to be (Y-torison «(Y-torsion free)
if (Y(M) =M (resp. (Y(M) =0). A submodule N of a module M is called a
(Y-submodule if M/ N is (Y-torsion. A left R-module E is called to be (Y-injec
tive if, whenever N is a (Y-submodule of a left R-module M, every homom
orphism f: N-E can be extehded to a homomorphism g : M-E. Moreover,
if the existence of such a g is unique, E is called to be faithfully a-injective.
For a torsion radical (Y, the homomorphism R-Q,,(R) will be denoted by
c" which comes to be a monomorphism if R is a-torsion free.

For two torsion radicals a and r, there is defined a":;;'r if and only if
(Y(M) cr(M) for every module M, and under this order, any set of torsion
radicals on R.4' has an infimum in the set of all torsion radicals [IJ. With
this definition in mind, we know immediately that if M is (Y-torsion (r
torison free), then it is r-torsion «(Y-torsion free) whenever a":;;'r.

§ 3. The direct limits of rings of quotients

Throughout this section, let I be a right directed preordered set, and {aj I
iEI} be an increasing family of torsion radicals on R.4'. The torsion radical
supiE[ai will be denoted by (Yo and the associated filters .r"i and .r"0 of ai
and ao will be denoted by .rj and .ro for the brevity.

In the following, we prepare some lemmas which tells the relationship
between the direct limit of a direct system of modules and each factor of
the system.

LEMMA 1. Let (Mi, rpji) be a direct system of R-modules over 1. Then
lim M i is ao-torsion «(Yo-torsion free) if, for each iEI, M i is ai-torsion
-~

(ai-torsion free resp. ).

Proof. Suppose that M i is (Yrtorsion for each iEI, and let x ElimMi
----+

be such that x:f:O. Then, for the restriction rpi of ffi Mi-lim M i to Mi>
ieI --4

there is some iEI and some XiEMi such that X=rpi(Xi)' Since (Yi(Mi) =Mi,
there is an ideal UE.ri such that UXi=O, so that Ux= Urpi(Xi) =(P;(UXi)
=0. But, since UE.r0 also, we have that Hm M i is (Yo-torsion.

----+
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.:\Text suppose that (1; (M,) =0 for every iEI and that x=9;(x;):;I::0 be an
arbitrary element of lim M; with xjEM; for some iEI. Then ifJj(Xj):;I::O

--+

for all j?:. i. Let U E f ° then U E f k for some k E I. Let rEI be such that
i, k::;'r, then x=9r(xr) where xr=ifJrj(Xj) EMr. Since, for all sEI such
that s?:.r, UEf s and (1s(Ms) =0, we have, for all s?:.r, that ifJsr(Uxr)=

U9sr(xr):;I::0 so that Ux= U9r(xr) =9r( UXr) :;1::0.

~1oreover, if R is left noetherian, then we know that the (1o-injectivity
of the direct limit follows from the dj-injectivity of each M;.

LEMMA 2. Let R be left noetherian, and let (Mj , 9j;) be a direct system of
R-modules over 1. Then lim .W; is (Jo-injective if, for each iEI, Mj is (1;-

injectir.·e.

Proof. Let UEfo and fEHomR(U, lim M;). It suffices to show that
--+

f can be extended to a homomorphism R -!im M; by [1]. For each iE
--+

I, let 9; be the restriction of (J)M; -lim M; to M;. Since U is finitely
ieI --+

generated, f(U)c9j(Mj ) for some jEI. Let M/ be a finitely generated
submodule of M j such that 9j(M/)=f(U), and let </>/ be the restriction of
9j to J,f/, then Kj=</>/-l(O) is also finitely generated. Since 9j(Kj ) =0,
there is some ioEI such that 9ij(Kj ) =0 for all i?:.io. Since UEfo' there
is some kEI such that UEfk. Let rEI be such that io, k ::;'r, then UEfr
Since M r is (Jr-injective, the homomorphism f which may be considered
as a homomorphism U-Mr by th fact that </>rj (Kj ) =0 can be extended to
a homomorphism g : R-.Wr • And we may consider g as a homomorphism
R-lim .\1j.

--+

From the above lemmas, we know easily that if (1 is a (fixed) torsion
radical, then the direct limit of (1-torsion «(1-torison free) modules is (J
torsion «(J-torsion free resp.), and that if R is left noetherian, then the
direct limit of (1-injective modules is (1-injective.

Now, we are to construct the direct limit of rings of quotients with the
aid of the following results. Before entering our discussion, recall that the
homomorphism R-Qu(R) is denoted by tu.

LEM:vlA 3. Let (J and 7: be torsion radicals on R-// such that (1::;' 7:. Then there

is a unique homomorphism 9~u : Qu(R)-Q~(R) such that 9~uCu=C~.

Proof. This result follows from the fact that Q r (R) is faithfully 7:-injective
and that the (1-submodule R/(J(R) of Qu(R) is also a -r-submodule of Qq(R).
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By the uniqueness of such a homomorphism rPrq : Qq(R)-')Qr(R), we have
also easily the following

COROLLARY. Let {J, 7:, ft be torsion radicals on R.A' such that {J~7:~f1. Then

we have rP/lq = rP/lrrPrq, where each of rP/lq, rP/lr and rPrq is the unique homomorphism
such as stated in the above lemma.

For i,jEI with i~j, (Ji~{Jj by the assumption on the set {{JitiEI}. From
now on, the homomorphism rPqjq; : QqJR)~Qqj(R) appeared in the Lemma
3 will be denoted by rPji for conveniences. Then, by the corollary to
Lemma 3, we know that (Qq/R), rPji) forms a direct system over 1. Let's
denote Qq;(R)~lim Qq/R) by rPi as usual.

----->

Since, for a torsion radical {J, a left R-module is faithfully O'-injective if
and only if it is {J-injective and (J-torsion free, we know that, for a left
noetherian ring R, lim Qqi(R) is faithfully {Jo-injective by the Lemmas 1
and 2. ->

THEOREM 1. If R is a (Jo-torsion free left noetherian ring, then lim Qq.
--> •

(R) is isomorphic to Qqo (R) in a unique way.

Proof. Let, for each iEI, the homomorphism QqJR)-,)Qqo(R) be denoted
by cf;i' and let cf;ji = rPji. Then, by the corollary to Lemma 3, {cf;iliEI}
forms a direct system of homomorphisms so that rP=lim cf;i is the unique

----->

homomorphism lim Qq;(R)-')Qqo(R) which makes the following diagram
-->

commute for each iEI.

rPi
Qq;(R)---~lim Qq;(R)

'" /cf;i'" / rP
'\. ,/

Qqo(R)

Since, for every i,jEI, rPiCq;=rPjCqp we can define a homomorphism 1J :
R ~ lim Qq;(R) by 1J=rPiCq; for each iEI. Then, since lim QqJR) is

--> -->

faithfully {Jo-injective and R is a (Jo-submodule of Qqo(R), we can extend
1J to a unique homomorphism p: QqJR)~limQq;(R). But then rPpcqo=rP1J=

-----+

rPrPicq;=cf;iCq;=CqO for all iEI so that rPP is the identity homomorphism of Qqo
(R) onto itself. By a similar computation, we get that prjJ is the identity
homomorphism of ~ QqJR) onto itself. Therefore we know that rP is

the uniquely determined isomorphism of Qqo(R) onto ~Qq;(R).
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§ 4. Ring of quotients of a product ring

5

In this section, by a ring of quotients of R w. r. t. a we shall mean a
ring Q containing R as a subring such that RR is a large a-submodule of
RQ as left R-modules [2].

Some useful properties of rings of quotients can be found in [2J. We will
state some of them as our lemmas.

LEMMA 4. ([2J) Let Q,,(R) =lim HomR(V, R/a(R», VEY" be the ring
--+

of quotients of R w. r. t. a constructed by Goldman, O. [lJ. Then any r£ng
of quotients of R w. r. t. a is a subring of Q,,(R).

From such a point of view, we know that Q,,(R) IS the maximal one in
the class of all rings of quotients of R w. r. t. a.

LEMMA 5. ([2J) Let Q be any ring containing R as a subring. Then Q is
isomorphic to Q,,(R) if and only if Q is a ring of quotients of R w. r. t. a
such that, for every VEY" and every fEHomR(V, R), there is a unique qE
Q such that feu) =uq for all uE V.

Let {R j liE I} be a nonempty family of rings each of whose members has
a nonzero identity element. For each iEl, let aj denote a torsion radical on
R;1 such that aj(R j) =0 and Yj be its associated filter. In the rest of this
paper, we construct a torsion radical a on R.A' with R = If je[ R j from the
family {ajl iEl}, and will prove that Q,,(R) is, in fact, isomorphic to the
product ring If je[ Q,,;CR;) of rings of quotients Q,,;(R j ) , iE1.

Let's denote by K j and 7l: j the canonical injection R j- R and the canonical
projection R-R j respectively. It can be easily checked that V is a left
ideal of R if and only if, for each iEl, 7l:j(V) is a left ideal of R j.

THEOREM 2. The class .'T ='{V= If je[V jIV jE Y"J forms a Gabriel filter on R.

Proof. Let B be a left ideal of R containing some V= If je[VjEY.
Then. for each iEI, VjC 7l:j (B) =Bj so that BjEY,,;. Thus we have that
B= If je[B j is a member of Y.

Next, since, clearly, (If je[Vj) n(If je[B;) = If je[ ( V jnB j) for any If je[
Vj, If je[B jE Y and .er,,; is a filter on R j for each i E 1. we know that Y is
closed under the finite intersection. And, now, suppose that rER and
V= If je[VjEY. Then, for each iEl, VjEY,,; and rU) ERj, and hence
there exists a BjEY,,; such that Bjr(i) C V j so that (If je[Bj)rc V. But B=
If je[BjEy. Therefore Y is a filter on R.
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Let's denote by (7 the torsion radical on RJT corresponding to the filter
f just constructed in above theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let Qi be a ring containing Ri as a subring, for each iEI,
so that R= If ieI Ri is a subring of Q= If ieI Qi. Then Q is a ring of quo
tients of R w. r. t. (7 if and only if:

(i) QdRi is (7i-torsion free for each iEI;
and
(ii) for every nonzero qEQ, there exists some jEI such that Rjq(j) nR j

=t=0.

Proof. (Necessity) Let qiEQi, then q=ICi(qi) EQ. Thus there is a U=
If ieIUiEf such that UqcR, so that UiqiCRi showing us that (i) holds.

Next, let O=t=qEQ. Then RqnR=t=O since RQ is an essential extension of
RR. But this implies that there is some jEI such that Riqj nRj=t=O.
Therefore we get (ii).

(Sufficiency) Assume (i) and (ii) , and let qEQ. Then q(i) EQi for each
iEI. Thus, by (i), there is some UjEf"j such that Uiq(i) CRi. Now,
the ideal U= If ieIUiEf satisfies the relation UqcR. And for O=t=qEQ,
we have, by (ii) , that Rjq(j) nRj=t=O for some jEI, which implies that
Rq nR =t= 0 showing us that RQ is an essential extension of RR.

Since any ring of quotients of a ring w. r. t. a torsion radical contains
the original ring as a subring, we have easily the following

COROLLARY. Let for each iEI, Qi be a ring of quotients of Ri w. r. t. O"i.
Then Q= If ieIQi is a ring of quotients of R= If ieI Ri w. r. t. (7.

With the aid of the above Corollary and the Lemma 5, we are to give
one of our main theorems in the following

THEOREM 4. Q,,(lfieI Ri) is isomorphic to lTieI Q"i (Ri).

Proof. Let R= If ieI Ri and Qi=Q,,;CRi). Since, for each iEI, Qi is a
ring 'of quotients of Ri w. r. t. (7i, If ieI Qi is a ring of quotients of R w. r. t.
(7 by the corollary to Theorem 3. Let U= If ieI UiEf, and let fEHomR
(U, R). Then, for each iEI, 1rifICiEHomRi(Ui> Ri). Thus there is a
(unique) qiEQi such that 1r;!ICi(Ui) =Uiqi for all UiE Ui by [2, Theorem 3,
Corollary]. Let uE U and u(i) =Ui, then ICi(Ui) =eiu where ei is an element
of R such that eiU) =Oij, the Kronecker's delta. Let qE If ieIQi be defined
by q(i) =qi then (uq) (i) =u(i)q(i) =Uiqi=1rdICi(Ui) =1r;/(eiu) =1ri(e;)f(u) =
1r;/(u) =f(u) (i) for all iEI. Hence, for any fEHomR(U, R), we have
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found a qE If ieI Qi such that f(u) =uq. Therefore, by Lemma 5,
If ieI Q"i(Ri) is isomorphic to Q,,(R) =Q,,(lf ieIRi) as required.
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